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(FOFUJD 3FHVMBUPSZ /FUXPSLT 	(3/T
 JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT IBWF B IJHI 
EFHSFF PG WBSJBCJMJUZ JO UIFJS EFUBJMT 1BSBNFUFST FODPEJOH NFUI 
PET BOE EZOBNJDT GPSNVMBT BMM EJ੖FS JO UIF MJUFSBUVSF BOE TPNF 
(3/ JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT IBWF B IJHI EFHSFF PG NPEFM DPNQMFYJUZ *O 
UIJT QBQFS XF QSFTFOU B DPNQBSBUJWF TUVEZ PG EJ੖FSFOU JNQMFNFO 
UBUJPOT PG B (3/ BOE JOUSPEVDF OFX WBSJBOUT GPS DPNQBSJTPO 8F 
VTF B NPEJ੗FE (FOFUJD "MHPSJUIN 	("
 UP FWBMVBUF (3/ QFSGPS 
NBODF PO B OVNCFS PG DPNNPO CFODINBSL UBTLT XJUI B GPDVT PO 
SFBMUJNF DPOUSPM QSPCMFNT 8F QSPQPTF BO FODPEJOH TDIFNF BOE 
TFU PG EZOBNJDT FRVBUJPOT UIBU TJNQMJ੗FT JNQMFNFOUBUJPO BOE FWBM 
VBUF UIF FWPMVUJPOBSZ ੗UOFTT PG UIJT QSPQPTFE NFUIPE -BTUMZ XF 
VTF UIF DPNQBSBUJWF NPEJ੗DBUJPOT TUVEZ UP EFNPOTUSBUF PWFSBMM 
FOIBODFNFOUT GPS (3/ NPEFMT
,&:803%4
(FOFUJD "MHPSJUINT ੗UOFTT FWBMVBUJPOT SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT
"$. 3FGFSFODF GPSNBU
+FBO %JTTFU %FOOJT ( 8JMTPO 4ZMWBJO $VTTBU#MBOD 4U©QIBOF 4BODIF[ 
)FSW© -VHB BOE :WFT %VUIFO  " $PNQBSJTPO PG (FOFUJD 3FHVMB 
UPSZ /FUXPSL %ZOBNJDT BOE &ODPEJOH *O 1SPDFFEJOHT PG (&$$0 ڣ #FSMJO 




"SUJ੗DJBM (FOFUJD 3FHVMBUPSZ /FUXPSLT 	(3/T
 IBWF WBSJFE JO JN
QMFNFOUBUJPO TJODF UIFJS DPODFQUJPO XJUI FBSMJFS CJOBSZ OFUXPSLT
EJSFDUMZ FODPEJOH DPOOFDUJPOT HJWJOH XBZ UP QSPUFJOT UIBU JOUFSQP
MBUF UIFJS DPOOFDUJPO VTJOH FYQPOFOUJBM PS PUIFS GVODUJPOT %FTQJUF
UIJT EJWFSTJUZ UIFSF IBT CFFO MJ॒MF B॒FNQU UP DPNQBSF UIF EJ੖FSFOU
BTQFDUT PG (3/ NPEFMT
"EEJUJPOBMMZ DPNQBSFE XJUI PUIFS OFUXPSLFE DPOUSPMMFST TVDI
BT BSUJ੗DJBM OFVSBM OFUXPSLT 	"//T
 BOE HFOFUJD QSPHSBNT 	(1

(3/T IBWF B OVNCFS PG DPNQMFY JNQMFNFOUBUJPO DPNQPOFOUT य़F
QSPUFJO FODPEJOH TDIFNF BOE B DPODFOUSBUJPO OPSNBMJ[BUJPO TUFQ
BSF GPDVTFE PO JO UIJT QBQFS BT QPTTJCMF QPJOUT GPS TJNQMJ੗DBUJPO
य़F DPNQMFYJUZ PG JNQMFNFOUBUJPO DPNCJOFE XJUI UIF WBSJFUZ
PG (3/ NPEFMT JO UIF MJUFSBUVSF DBO CF B EFUFSSFOU GSPN UIF VTF PG
(3/T य़JT QBQFS FWBMVBUFT XIFUIFS PS OPU UIF (3/ NPEFM DBO CF
TJNQMJ੗FE XJUIPVU MPTJOH QFSGPSNBODF RVBMJUZ 8F VTF B TFU PG TJH
OBM QSPDFTTJOH BOE DPOUSPM UBTLT CPUI PG XIJDI BSF DPNNPO QSPC
MFN UZQFT GPS UIF (3/ य़SPVHI PVS DPNQBSJTPO PG NVMUJQMF (3/
JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT XF QSPQPTF JOEJWJEVBM JNQSPWFNFOUT BT XFMM BT
B HFOFSBM CFTU (3/ NPEFM
य़F OFYU TFDUJPO g  EFUBJMT PUIFSXPSLT UIBU VTF BOE TUVEZ(3/T
"O JOEFQUI FYQMBOBUJPO PG (3/NPEFMT JT HJWFO JO g  BOE JOEJWJE
VBM DPNQPOFOUT PG UIF (3/ NPEFM UIBU XFSF TUVEJFE JO UIJT XPSL
BSF FYQMBJOFE JO g  य़F EFUBJMT PG UIF CFODINBSL TVJUF VTFE BSF
PVUMJOFE JO g  BOE UIF SFTVMUT PG UIF FYQFSJNFOUT BSF QSFTFOUFE
JO g  -BTUMZ UIF JOUFSQSFUBUJPO PG UIFTF SFTVMUT BOE PVS QMBOT GPS
GVUVSF XPSL BSF EFUBJMFE JO g 
 3&-"5&%803,4
य़F DBQBCJMJUZ PG (3/T IBT CFFO EJTQMBZFE JO B OVNCFS PG EJ੖FS
FOU EPNBJOT +PBDIJND[BL VTFE (3/T JO B SPCPUJD GPSBHJOH QSPC
MFN <> XIFSF B UXPXIFFMFE SPCPU NVTU DPMMFDU SBOEPNMZ QMBDFE
GPPE QBSUJDMFT BOE BWPJE QPJTPOPVT POFT +PBDIJND[BL BMTP VTFE
(3/T GPS TJHOBM QSPDFTTJOH <> TIPXJOH B (3/۝T DBQBCJMJUZ UP BDU
BT B TJHOBM BNQMJ੗FS PS GSFRVFODZ ੗MUFS
$VTTBU#MBOD VTFE (3/T UP EFUFSNJOF UIF PQUJNBM QPTJUJPOT PG
UVSCJOFT JO B XJOE GBSN <> BOE EFNPOTUSBUFE DPNQFUJUJWF QFSGPS
NBODF XJUI 4"34" PO B TVJUF PG DPNNPO SFJOGPSDFNFOU MFBSOJOH
CFODINBSLT <> JODMVEJOH NPVOUBJO DBS NB[F OBWJHBUJPO BOE BD
SPCBU /JDPMBV PSJHJOBMMZ TIPXFE UIF DBQBCJMJUJFT PG B (3/ PO B
TJOHMF QPMF QSPCMFN JO <>
(3/T IBWF BMTP CFFO VTFE JO BSUJ੗DJBM FNCSZPHFOFTJT DPOUFYUT 
TJNJMBS UP UIFJS PSJHJOBM CJPMPHJDBM NPUJWBUJPO $VTTBU#MBOD VTFE 
B DFMMCBTFE NPEFM PO UIF TUBOEBSE 'SFODI ੘BH QSPCMFN <> BOE 
EFWFMPQFE NVUMJDFMMVMBS DSFBUVSFT GSPN TJOHMF DFMMT XJUI JOEJWJEVBM 
(3/ DPOUSPMMFST <> -BTUMZ JO <> (3/T XFSF VTFE UP EFTJHO 
"//T BOE <> QSFTFOUFE B NJYFE QBSBEJHN XJUI TQJLJOH OFVSBM 
OFUXPSLT
य़FSF IBT BMTP CFFO DPOTJEFSBCMF TUVEZ JOUP UIF CFIBWJPS BOE 
JNQSPWFNFOU PG (3/T (3/ UPQPMPHZ JT FYBNJOFE JO <> UP EFUFS 
NJOF JG FWPMWFE OFUXPSLT XFSF TDBMFGSFF BOE TNBMMXPSME XIJDI 
BSF DPOTJEFSFE IBMMNBSLT PG OBUVSBM FWPMVUJPO य़F UJNJOH EZOBN 
JDT PG (3/T XFSF TUVEJFE JO <> य़F CFOF੗UT PG WBSJBCMFMFOHUI 
(3/T BSF EFNPOTUSBUFE JO <> (3/&"5 XBT QSFTFOUFE JO <> JU 
JT B (" TQFDJ੗DBMMZ EFTJHOFE GPS (3/T BOE TIPXFE JNQSPWFNFOU 
PO B OVNCFS PG UBTLT (3/&"5 JT VTFE JO UIJT QBQFS BOE JT GVSUIFS 
EJTDVTTFE JO gg 
 (&/&5*$ 3&(6-"503: /&5803,4
य़F (3/ EFTDSJCFE JO UIJT TFDUJPO XBT EFTJHOFE CZ #BO[IBG JO <> 
XJUI NPEJ੗DBUJPOT NBEF JO <> य़F DPNQPOFOUT VOEFS SFWJFX JO 
UIJT TUVEZ BSF GVSUIFS FYQMPSFE JO g 
" (3/ JT DPNQPTFE PG NVMUJQMF BSUJ੗DJBM QSPUFJOT XIJDI JOUFS 
BDU WJB FWPMWFE QSPQFSUJFT य़FTF QSPQFSUJFT DBMMFE UBHT BSF
• य़FQSPUFJO JEFOUJटFS FODPEFE BT BO JOUFHFS CFUXFFO  BOE
usize  usize DBO CF DIBOHFE JO PSEFS UP DPOUSPM UIF QSFDJTJPO PG UIF (3/
• य़F FOIBODFS JEFOUJटFS FODPEFE BT BO JOUFHFS CFUXFFO 
BOE usize  य़F FOIBODFS JEFOUJ੗FS JT VTFE UP DBMDVMBUF UIFFOIBODJOH NBUDIJOH GBDUPS CFUXFFO UXP QSPUFJOT
• य़F JOIJCJUPS JEFOUJटFS FODPEFE BT BO JOUFHFS CFUXFFO 
BOE usize  य़F JOIJCJUPS JEFOUJ੗FS JT VTFE UP DBMDVMBUF UIFJOIJCJUJOH NBUDIJOH GBDUPS CFUXFFO UXP QSPUFJOT
• य़F UZQF FJUIFS JOQVU PVUQVU PS SFHVMBUPS य़F UZQF JT B
DPOTUBOU TFU CZ UIF VTFS BOE JT OPU FWPMWFE
&BDI QSPUFJO IBT B DPODFOUSBUJPO SFQSFTFOUJOH UIF VTF PG UIJT
QSPUFJO BOE QSPWJOH TUBUF UP UIF OFUXPSL TJNJMBS UP OFVSPUSBOTNJU
UFS DPODFOUSBUJPOT JO TQJLJOH OFVSBM OFUXPSLT 	4//
 'PS JOQVU QSP
UFJOT UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO JT HJWFO CZ UIF FOWJSPONFOU BOE JT VOBG
GFDUFE CZ PUIFS QSPUFJOT PVUQVU QSPUFJO DPODFOUSBUJPOT BSF VTFE UP
EFUFSNJOF BDUJPOT JO UIF FOWJSPONFOU UIFTF QSPUFJOT EP OPU B੖FDU
PUIFST JO UIF OFUXPSL य़F CVML PG UIF DPNQVUBUJPO JT QFSGPSNFE
CZ SFHVMBUPSZ QSPUFJOT BO JOUFSOBM QSPUFJO XIPTF DPODFOUSBUJPO JT
JO੘VFODFE CZ PUIFS JOQVU BOE SFHVMBUPSZ QSPUFJOT
य़F EZOBNJDT PG UIF (3/ BSF DBMDVMBUFE BT GPMMPXT 'JSTU UIF
BCTPMVUF Bਖ਼OJUZ PG B QSPUFJO a XJUI BOPUIFS QSPUFJO b JT HJWFO CZ
UIF FOIBODJOH GBDUPS u+
ab
BOE UIF JOIJCJUJOH u−
ab

u+i j = usize − |enhj − idi | ; u−i j = usize − |inhj − idi | 	

XIFSF idx JT UIF JEFOUJ੗FS enhx JT UIF FOIBODFS JEFOUJ੗FS BOE
inhx JT UIF JOIJCJUPS JEFOUJ੗FS PG QSPUFJO x  य़F NBYJNVN FOIBODJOH BOE JOIJCJUJOH Bਖ਼OJUJFT CFUXFFO BMM QSPUFJO QBJST BSF EFUFS
NJOFE BOE BSF VTFE UP DBMDVMBUF UIF SFMBUJWF Bਖ਼OJUZ XIJDI JT IFSF
TJNQMZ DBMMFE UIF Bਖ਼OJUZ
A+i j = β(u
+
i j − u+max ) ; A−i j = β(u−i j − u−max ) 	

β JT POF PG UXP DPOUSPM QBSBNFUFST VTFE JO B (3/ CPUI PG XIJDI
BSF EFTDSJCFE CFMPX 7BSJBOUT PG UIJT FRVBUJPO VTFE JO UIJT TUVEZ
BSF EFUBJMFE JO gg 
य़FTF Bਖ਼OJUJFT BSF VTFE UP UIFO DBMDVMBUF UIF FOIBODJOH BOE















XIFSF дi 	SFTQ hi 
 JT UIF FOIBODJOH 	SFTQ JOIJCJUJOH
 WBMVF GPS BQSPUFJO i  N JT UIF OVNCFS PG QSPUFJOT JO UIF OFUXPSL c j JT UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO PG QSPUFJO j य़F VTF PG BO FYQPOFOUJBM JO UIJT GVODUJPO
BT PQQPTFE UP PUIFS PQFSBUJPOT JT FYBNJOFE JO gg 









XIFSF Φ JT B GVODUJPO UIBU OPSNBMJ[FT UIF PVUQVU BOE SFHVMBUPSZ
QSPUFJO DPODFOUSBUJPOT UP TVN UP  य़F VTF PG OPSNBMJ[BUJPO JT
FYQMPSFE JO gg 
β BOEδ BSF UXP DPOTUBOUT UIBU EFUFSNJOF UIF TQFFE PG SFBDUJPO PG
UIF SFHVMBUPSZ OFUXPSL य़F IJHIFS UIFTF WBMVFT UIF NPSF TVEEFO
UIF USBOTJUJPOT JO UIF (3/ य़F MPXFS UIFZ BSF UIF TNPPUIFS UIF
USBOTJUJPOT 'PS UIJT QBQFS UIFZ BSF FWPMWFE BT QBSU PG UIF (3/
DISPNPTPNF BOE BSF CPUI LFQU XJUIJO UIF SBOHF [0.5, 2.0]
 (3/&"5
(FOF 3FHVMBUPSZ/FUXPSL &WPMVUJPOय़SPVHI"VHNFOUJOH 5PQPMP
HJFT 	(3/&"5
 JT B TQFDJBMJ[FE (FOFUJD "MHPSJUIN GPS (3/ FWP
MVUJPO QSPQPTFE JO <> BOE CBTFE PO 4UBOMFZ۝T /FVSP&WPMVUJPO PG
"VHNFOUJOH 5PQPMPHJFT 	/&"5
 BMHPSJUIN <> य़JT BMHPSJUIN
IBT CFFO TIPXO UP JNQSPWF FWPMVUJPO QFSGPSNBODF PO OFVSBM OFU
XPSLT DPNQMFY QB॒FSO QSPEVDJOH OFUXPSLT BOE (3/T<> "NB
KPS DPOUSJCVUJPO JT UIF EFTJHO PG B DSPTTPWFS NFUIPE GPS OFUXPSL
DPOUSPMMFST JO XIJDI TUSVDUVSF IBT B TJHOJ੗DBOU JO੘VFODF PO PWFS
BMM OFUXPSL CFIBWJPS (3/&"5 VTFT B TJNJMBS DSPTTPWFS BOE JN
QPSUT UISFF LFZ FMFNFOUT GSPN /&"5
• UIF JOJUJBMJ[BUJPO PG UIF BMHPSJUIN  TNBMM OFUXPSLT BSF HFO
FSBUFE UIBU SFTFNCMF B TFMFDU TVCQPQVMBUJPO UFSNFE JOJUJBM
TQFDJFT MFBEFST
• TQFDJBUJPO XIJDI MJNJUT DPNQFUJUJPO BOE DSPTTPWFS UP TJN
JMBS JOEJWJEVBMT य़JT CPUI QSPUFDUT TPNF OFX NVUBOUT
GSPN JNNFEJBUFMZ DPNQFUJOH XJUI DIBNQJPO JOEJWJEVBMT
BOE QSPUFDUT OPWFM TPMVUJPOT CZ BMMPXJOH UIFN UP PQUJNJ[F
UIFJS TUSVDUVSFT CFGPSF DPNQFUJOH XJUI UIF XIPMF QPQVMB
UJPO
• BO BMJHONFOU DSPTTPWFS UIBU DPNQBSFT JOEJWJEVBM HFOFT CF
GPSF TFMFDUJPO GPS B OFX JOEJWJEVBM
य़F EJTUBODF NFUSJD JO UIJT QBQFS GPS TQFDJBUJPO BOE BMJHONFOU
DSPTTPWFS XBT
Dprot (i, j) =




XIFSF a = 0.75 b = 0.125 BOE c = 0.125 1SPUFJOT XFSF BMJHOFE
JO FBDI (3/ EVSJOH DPNQBSJTPO ੗STU CBTFE PO UZQF BOE TFDPOEMZ
CBTFE PO NJOJNVN Dprot (A,B) य़F EJTUBODF CFUXFFO (3/T XBT
UIFO DBMDVMBUFE BT
D(G1,G2) =








XIFSFNi JT UIF OVNCFS PG QSPUFJOT JO (3/Gi  BOEDUZQF JT UIF TVNPG UIF EJ੖FSFODF PG BMM BMJHOFE QSPUFJOT PG UIBU UZQF 'PS SFHVMBUPSZ
QSPUFJOT XIFSF N DBO EJ੖FS CFUXFFO UXP (3/T UIF EJTUBODF GPS
BMM OPOBMJHOFE QSPUFJOT XBT UBLFO CFUXFFO UIF QSPUFJO QBSBNF
UFST BOE usize  य़F VTF PG BMJHONFOU XJUIPVU SFQMBDFNFOU GPS UIFEJTUBODF NFUSJD JT OPWFM JO UIJT XPSL BOE EJ੖FSFOUJBUFT JU GSPN <>
य़JT XBT GPVOE UP JNQSPWF SFTVMUT JO QSFMJNJOBSZ USJBMT CVU JT OPU
QSFTFOUFE BT B QBSU PG UIJT TUVEZ
 &WPMVUJPO
"QBSU GSPN UIF EJ੖FSFODFT MJTUFE BCPWF (3/&"5 GVODUJPOT BT B
TUBOEBSE (" य़F NVUBUJPO PQFSBUJPOT BWBJMBCMF EVSJOH UIJT XPSL
XFSF
• .PEJGZ 	QSPCBCJMJUZ pmodif y = 0.25

• "EE B OFX SFHVMBUPSZ QSPUFJO XJUI SBOEPN QBSBNFUFST
padd = 0.5
• %FMFUF pdelete = 0.25
8IFO NVUBUJOH B HFOPNF B SBOEPN NVUBUJPO PQFSBUJPO XBT TF
MFDUFE XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ pselect  य़F EFMFUF NVUBUJPO PQFSBUJPO XBTOPU BMMPXFE XIFO TFMFDUFE GPS JOQVU BOE PVUQVU HFOFT
%VSJOH UIF DSPTTPWFS NVUBUJPO BMJHOFE QSPUFJOT BSF SBOEPNMZ
TFMFDUFE GSPN FJUIFS QBSFOU XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ pcross = 0.5 *G UIFQBSFOU HFOPNFT BSF PG EJ੖FSFOU MFOHUIT UIF VOBMJHOFE SFHVMBUPSZ
QSPUFJOT GSPN UIF MPOHFS QBSFOU HFOPNF BSF BQQFOEFE UP UIF DIJME
HFOPNF XJUI QSPCBCJMJUZ pappend = 0.5
 %:/".*$4
*O UIJT XPSL XF GPDVTFE PO TQFDJ੗D JNQSPWFNFOUT UP UIF (3/
UIBU FJUIFS WBSZ JO UIF MJUFSBUVSF PS DPVME CF VTFE UP TJNQMJGZ (3/
JNQMFNFOUBUJPO य़FTF NPEJ੗DBUJPOT JNQBDU UIF (3/ FODPEJOH
e  Bਖ਼OJUZ NFUSJD a UIF JO੘VFODF GVODUJPO f  UIF BOE UIF OPSNBM
J[BUJPO TUFQ n 'PS FBDI PG UIFTF NPEJ੗DBUJPOT XF FWBMVBUF UIF
QPUFOUJBM ੗UOFTT DPOUSJCVUJPO JO g 








c j (f (a
+(i, j)) − f (a−(i, j))) 	

XJUI UIF FODPEJOH e DIBOHJOH UIF FWPMVUJPO EZOBNJDT UIF QBSBN
FUFS BOE UIF QPTTJCMF SBOHF PG ui j  e  a f  BOE n BSF BMM EFTDSJCFECFMPX
 &ODPEJOH
*O FBSMZ WFSTJPOT PG (3/T BOE JO TPNF NPEFSO JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT
QSPUFJOT XFSF FODPEFE JO CJOBSZ GPSNBU य़F Bਖ਼OJUZ CFUXFFO UXP
QSPUFJOT XBT EF੗OFE CZ UIF OVNCFS PG CJUT JO DPNNPO BOE NVUB
UJPO BOE DSPTTPWFS PQFSBUJPOT IBQQFOFE BU B CJOBSZ MFWFM <> 'PS
UIJT SFBTPO JOUFHFS FODPEJOHT PG (3/T PॏFO VTF  BT UIF NBY
JNVN JEFOUJटFS TJ[F usize  BT QSPUFJOT XFSF  CJUT MPOH )FSF
XF TUSJWF UP TJNQMJGZ UIJT NPEFM CZ QSPQPTJOH SFBM WBMVFT CFUXFFO
[0, 1] GPS UIF QSPUFJO UBHT य़F NVUBUJPO PQFSBUJPO JT BMUFSFE BT
B SFTVMU BT UIF EJTUBODF DIBOHF GSPN B NVUBUJPO DBO CF TNBMMFS
UIBO BO JOUFHFS TUFQ TJ[F य़F BMJHOFE DSPTTPWFS PQFSBUJPO JT BMTP
B੖FDUFE BT UIF EJTUBODF CFUXFFO QSPUFJOT PQFSBUFT PO SFBM WBMVFT
-BTUMZ usize JT TFU UP  JO UIJT FODPEJOH XIJDI B੖FDUT UIF Bਖ਼OJUZNFUSJD
 "॓OJUZ NFUSJD
*O <> BOE JO NBOZ XPSLT TJODF UIF Bਖ਼OJUZ NFUSJD VTFT UIF NBY
JNVN Bਖ਼OJUZ NFUSJD umax  BT B TDBMJOH GBDUPS य़JT JT UIF NBYJNVN PG UIF SFMBUJWF Bਖ਼OJUZ NFUSJD usize − |enhj − idi | 	SFTQ inh
BDSPTT BMM (i, j) )PXFWFS GPS B SFBTPOBCMZ MBSHF OFUXPSL JO XIJDI
UXP QSPUFJO UBHT XJMM CFDPNF BSCJUSBSJMZ DMPTF umax XJMM BQQSPBDI
usize  'PS UIJT SFBTPO XF QSPQPTF UIF GPMMPXJOH OPWFM Bਖ਼OJUZ NFUSJD XIJDI SFEVDFT DPNQMFYJUZ CZ SFNPWJOH UIF NBYJNJ[BUJPO GBD
UPS
A+i j = −
β |enhj − idi |
usize
 A−i j = − β |inhj − idi |usize 	

*O DPNQBSJTPO XJUI UIF PSJHJOBM FRVBUJPO JU XBT OPUFE UIBU PO
TPNF JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT POMZ ui j XBT NVMUJQMJFE CZ β  य़JT SFTVMUTJO UIF GPMMPXJOH FRVBUJPO
A+i j = β(usize − |enhj − idi |) − u+max
A−i j = β(usize − |inhj − idi |) − u−max
	

-BTUMZ UIF PSJHJOBM Bਖ਼OJUZ NFUSJD JT FWBMVBUFE
A+i j = β(usize − |enhj − idi | − u+max )




*O <> <> BOE NBOZ PUIFST BO FYQPOFOUJBM GVODUJPO PG UIF Bਖ਼OJUZ
JT VTFE UP EFUFSNJOF UIF JO੘VFODF PG POF QSPUFJO POUP BO PUIFS
य़JT JT UIF ੗STU JO੘VFODF GVODUJPO XF FWBMVBUF
f (Ai j ) = e
Ai j 	

*O <> B IZQFSCPMJD UBOHFOU GVODUJPO JT VTFE य़F DPOTUBOUT PG
UIJT JNQMFNFOUBUJPO XFSF NPEJ੗FE UP QSPWJEF UIF TBNF SFTVMUT BT
&RVBUJPO  BU Ai j = 0
f (Ai j ) = tanh(Ai j ) + 1 	

<> VTFT BO JOWFSTF FYQPOFOUJBM BOE BMTP EFDSFBTFT UIF QSPUFJO
DPODFOUSBUJPO CZ UIJT JO੘VFODF JOTUFBE PG JODSFBTJOH "T TVDI UIF
JOWFSTF FYQPOFOUJBM JO UIJT XPSL JTNPEJ੗FE UPNBUDI UIF TBNF SFMB
UJPOTIJQ BT UIF PUIFS NFUSJDT BOE UIF DPOTUBOUT BSF BHBJO NPEJ੗FE
UP QSPWJEF UIF TBNF SFTVMUT BT &RVBUJPO  BU Ai j = 0
f (Ai j ) =
2




"O JNQPSUBOU DPNQPOFOU PG (3/ EZOBNJDT JT UIF OPSNBMJ[BUJPO PG
QSPUFJO DPODFOUSBUJPOT BU FBDI TUFQ TVDI UIBU UIF PVUQVU BOE SFH
VMBUPSZ QSPUFJO DPODFOUSBUJPOT TVN UP  य़JT NBLFT UIF PVUQVU
5BCMF  (3/ NPEJ॑DBUJPOT FWBMVBUFE BOE UIFJS
DPSSFTQPOEJOH MBCFMT
s = 0 JOUFHFS FODPEJOH TDIFNF
s = 1 SFBM FODPEJOH TDIFNF
a = o &RVBUJPO  TJNQMZ VTJOH ui j
a = 1 &RVBUJPO  XJUI umax PVUTJEF β ۝T JO੘VFODF
a = 2 &RVBUJPO  UIF PSJHJOBM GSPN <>
f = 0 &RVBUJPO  e
f = 1 &RVBUJPO  tanh
f = 2 &RVBUJPO  JOWFSTF e
n = 0 OPSNBMJ[BUJPO PG DPODFOUSBUJPOT CZ UIFJS TVN
n = 1 DPOTUSBJOJOH BMM DPODFOUSBUJPOT UP [0.0, 1.0]
MBZFS PG UIF (3/ GVODUJPO TJNJMBSMZ UP UIF TPॏNBY MBZFS PG NPE
FSO "//T BOE JT PॏFO VTFGVM JO QSPCMFN JNQMFNFOUBUJPO )PX
FWFS JU DBO BMTP CF B EJਖ਼DVMU DPODFQU UP HSBTQ XIFO VOEFSTUBOE
JOH (3/T JODSFBTFT JNQMFNFOUBUJPO BOE DPNQVUBUJPO DPNQMFYJUZ
BOE SFRVJSFT B LOPXMFEHF PG DPNNPO (3/ JOQVUT BOE PVUQVUT GPS
HPPE QSPCMFN EFTJHO 'PS FYBNQMF JO UIF FYQFSJNFOUT JO g  TPNF
PG UIF DPOUSPM QSPCMFN PVUQVUT BSF EFTJHOFE XJUI OPSNBMJ[BUJPO JO
NJOE CZ GPSDJOH BO BDUJPO POMZ XIFO POF PVUQVU DPODFOUSBUJPO FY
DFFET BOPUIFS GBWPSJOH UIF QFSJPEJD EZOBNJDT SFTVMUBOU GSPN UIJT
OPSNBMJ[BUJPO TUFQ
*O UIJT XPSL XF QSPQPTF UIF TJNQMF VTF PG CPVOEBSJFT [0, 1] GPS
QSPUFJO DPODFOUSBUJPOT BT BO BMUFSOBUJWF UP OPSNBMJ[BUJPO 8F SFGFS
UP UIJT NFUIPE BT DBQQJOH
 4JNQMJ॑DBUJPO
*O SFWJFX UIF NPEJ੗DBUJPOT QSPQPTFE BOE UIF WBSJBCMFT VTFE UP
EFOPUF UIFN BSF BT MJTUFE JO 5BCMF  8F QSPQPTF UIF NPEFM DPSSF
TQPOEJOH UP s = 1 a = 0 f = 0 n = 1 BT B TJNQMJ੗FE (3/ य़F















य़JT (3/ GPSNVMB SFEVDFT DPNQMFYJUZ CZ VTJOH UIF TJNQMFTU
Bਖ਼OJUZ NFUSJD a = 0 XIJDI EPFT OPU JODMVEF EFUFSNJOJOH umax *U JT B SFBM FODPEJOH XIJDI SFNPWFT UIF EFUFSNJOBUJPO PG UIFusizeQBSBNFUFS 'JOBMMZ JU VTFT B NJONBY TUFQ n = 1 JOTUFBE PG
OPSNBMJ[BUJPO PG QSPUFJO DPODFOUSBUJPOT XIJDI JT DPNQVUBUJPOBMMZ
DPNQMFY BOE BOPUIFS JNQMFNFOUBUJPO TUFQ 8F FWBMVBUF UIF QFSGPS
NBODF PG UIJT NPEFM UP EFUFSNJOF JG JU JT FRVBMMZ DBQBCMF BT XFMM BT
FWBMVBUJOH BMM NPEJ੗DBUJPOT JOEFQFOEFOUMZ
 &91&3*.&/5
5P FWBMVBUF UIF JNQBDU PG FBDI NPEJ੗DBUJPO NFOUJPOFE BCPWF XF
IBWF VTFE TUBOEBSE QSPCMFNT GSPN B CSPBE TQSFBE PG UIF MJUFSBUVSF
.PSF TQFDJ੗DBMMZ (3/T BSF PॏFO VTFE BT SFBMUJNF DPOUSPMMFST
BT UIFZ BSF JO UIF GPMMPXJOH TJHOBM QSPDFTTJOH SPCPU DPOUSPM BOE
HBNF QSPCMFNT




NJOJNVN TQFDJFT TJ[F 
OVNCFS PG FMJUFT QFS TQFDJFT 
TQFDJBUJPO UISFTIPME 
NBYJNVN TQFDJBUJPO UISFTIPME 
NJOJNVN TQFDJBUJPO UISFTIPME 
NVUBUJPO SBUF 
DSPTTPWFS SBUF 
'PS FBDI QSPCMFN BMM  (3/ NPEJ੗DBUJPO DPNCJOBUJPOT 	 FO
DPEJOH TDIFNFT  Bਖ਼OJUZ FRVBUJPOT  JO੘VFODF GVODUJPOT BOE 
OPSNBMJ[BUJPO NFUIPET
 XFSF FWBMVBUFE PWFS  SVOT य़F QBSBN
FUFST PG UIF FWPMVUJPOT DBO CF GPVOE JO 5BCMF 
य़F DPEF VTFE GPS BMM GPMMPXJOH FYQFSJNFOUT JODMVEJOH UIF QSPC
MFNT BOE UIF EFUBJMT PG UIFJS QBSBNFUFST UIF (3/ BOE (3/&"5
BSF BWBJMBCMF JO $ PO (JU)VC 7JEFP PG UIF CFTU QFSGPSNJOH
(3/ PO UIF 4IJQ &TDBQF QSPCMFN JT BMTP BWBJMBCMF
 %PVCMJOH JOQVU GSFRVFODZ
*O UIJT ੗STU QSPCMFN GSPN <> B TJOVTPJEBM TJHOBM PG GSFRVFODZ FiJT GFE UP UIF (3/ CZ WBSZJOH UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO PG JUT POMZ JOQVU
QSPUFJO य़F HPBM PG UIF (3/ JT UP NBLF UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO PG JUT
PVUQVU QSPUFJO UP WBSZ BU UXJDF UIF JOQVU GSFRVFODZ JF Fo = 2 ∗
Fi  XJUI Fo CFJOH UIF WBSJBUJPO GSFRVFODZ PG UIF PVUQVU QSPUFJO8F VTFE UIF TBNF ੗UOFTT GVODUJPO BT JO g  CFJOH UIF TVN PG UIF
BCTPMVUF EJTUBODFT CFUXFFO UIF EFTJSFE BOE PCUBJOFE TJHOBM BU FBDI
UJNF TUFQ EJWJEFE CZ UIF BCTPMVUF EJTUBODF CFUXFFO Fo BOE Fi  य़FJOQVU TJHOBM JT EJWJEFE JOUP UISFF TFRVFODFT PG FRVBM MFOHUI 	
UJNF TUFQT
 BOE BU GSFRVFODJFT FRVBMT UP 125)[ 500)[ BOE ੗OBMMZ
0)[ 	੘BU TJHOBM
 य़F QSPUFJOT DPODFOUSBUJPOT BSF SFTFU CFUXFFO
FBDI TFRVFODF
 -PX QBTT GSFRVFODZ ॑MUFS
*O BOPUIFS DMBTTJD TJHOBM USFBUNFOU QSPCMFN GSPN <> UIF(3/NVTU
BDU BT B MPX QBTT ੗MUFS NFBOJOH JU NVTU TUSJQ UIF JOQVU TJHOBM PG BOZ
GSFRVFODZ HSFBUFS UIBO UIF DVUP੖ GSFRVFODZ Fc = 50)[ )FSF UIF੗UOFTT JT UIF BWFSBHF TRVBSFE EJTUBODF CFUXFFO UIF PVUQVU TJHOBM
	TDBMFE CZ B DPOTUBOU GBDUPS C = 5 JO PSEFS UP OPU QFOBMJ[F UIF
OPSNBMJ[FE DPODFOUSBUJPOT JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT

य़F JOQVU TJHOBM JT EJWJEFE JOUP UISFF TFRVFODFT PG FRVBM MFOHUI
	 UJNF TUFQT

• " TJHOBM DPNQPTFE PG  DPNCJOFE TVCTJHOBMT POF BU 7)[
XJUI BO BNQMJUVEF PG 0.7 BOPUIFS BU 250)[ XJUI BO BNQMJ
UVEF PG 0.2 BOE UIF MBTU POF BU 1250)[ BOE BO BNQMJUVEF
PG 0.1 य़F EFTJSFE PVUQVU TJHOBM TIPVME IBWF B GSFRVFODZ
PG 7)[ XJUI BO BNQMJUVEF PG 0.7
• " TJHOBM DPNQPTFE PG  DPNCJOFE TVCTJHOBMT POF BU 17)[
XJUI BO BNQMJUVEF PG 0.4 BOPUIFS BU 350)[ XJUI BO BN
QMJUVEF PG 0.2O B UIJSE POF XJUI B GSFRVFODZ 1100)[ BOE
BO BNQMJUVEF PG 0.2 BOE UIF MBTU POF BU 2000)[ BOE BO
I॒QTHJUIVCDPNKEJTTFUHSOCFODINBSLT
BNQMJUVEF PG 0.1 य़F EFTJSFE PVUQVU TJHOBM TIPVME IBWF B
GSFRVFODZ PG 17)[ XJUI BO BNQMJUVEF PG 0.4
• " ੘BU ۡ[FSPۡ TJHOBM XIJDI TIPVME CF FYBDUMZ SFQSPEVDFE
BU UIF PVUQVU
य़F (3/ QSPUFJOT DPODFOUSBUJPOT BSFO۝U SFTFU CFUXFFO FBDI TF
RVFODFT
 $PWFSBHF DPOUSPM
य़JT JT B DMBTTJD DPWFSBHF QSPCMFN XIFSF UIF (3/ DPOUSPMT B SPCPU
JO B % HSJE *U IBT  JOQVUT UIF OVNCFS PG PCTUBDMFT PO UIF OFYU
 HSJE DFMMT JO FBDI GPVS EJSFDUJPOT 	OPSUI TPVUI FBTU XFTU
 POF
QSPUFJO QFS EJSFDUJPO BOE UIF OVNCFS PG VOFYQMPSFE DFMMT JO FBDI
EJSFDUJPOT *U IBT  PVUQVU QSPUFJOT 	POF GPS FBDI EJSFDUJPO
 UIF
QSPUFJO XJUI UIF IJHIFTU DPODFOUSBUJPOT EFDJEJOH UIF EJSFDUJPO JO
XIJDI UIF SPCPU XJMM NPWF BU UIF OFYU UJNF TUFQ &BDI (3/ SVOT
GPS  TUFQT PO  EJ੖FSFOU  CZ  NBQT XJUI  PCTUBDMFT BOE UIF
੗UOFTT JT UIF BWFSBHF PG UIF EJTDPWFSFE QPSUJPOT PG UIF NBQT
 'MBQQZ #JSE
*O PSEFS UP DIBMMFOHF UIF DBQBCJMJUJFT PG B (3/ BT B HBNF "* DPO
USPMMFS XF JNQMFNFOUFE B WFSTJPO PG UIF GBNPVT TNBMM HBNF 'MBQQZ
#JSE *O UIJT HBNF B TNBMM CJSE QSPHSFTTFT UISPVHI BO IPSJ[PO
UBM XPSME CPVOEFE CZ B DFJMJOH BOE B ੘PPS *U NVTU QBTT UISPVHI
HBUFT XIPTF QPTJUJPOT BOE BQFSUVSF IFJHIU BSF SBOEPNMZ HFOFSBUFE
य़F POMZ DPOUSPM UIF QMBZFS IBT PWFS UIF CJSE JT UIF UJNJOH PG JUT
XJOHT۝ ੘BQT XIJDI QSPWJEF VQXBSE UISVTU य़F IPSJ[POUBM TQFFE
JODSFBTFT PWFS UJNF )FSF XF EF੗OFE UISFF JOQVU QSPUFJOT GPS PVS
(3/ XIPTF DPODFOUSBUJPOT SFTQFDUJWFMZ DPSSFTQPOET UP
• UIF CJSE۝T IFJHIU OPSNBMJ[FE CZ UIF IFJHIU PG UIF XPSME
• UIF OFYU HBUF۝T QPTJUJPO OPSNBMJ[FE CZ UIF MFOHUI PG UIF
TDSFFO
• UIF OFYU HBUF۝T BQFSUVSF IFJHIU OPSNBMJ[FE CZ UIF IFJHIU
PG UIF XPSME
य़F ੘BQ۝T UJNJOHT BSF DPOUSPMMFE CZ DPODFOUSBUJPOT co1 BOE co2 PGJUT UXP PVUQVU QSPUFJOT य़F CJSE ੘BQT JUT XJOHT FBDI UJNF co1 >
co2 य़F ੗UOFTT JT FRVBM UP UIF BWFSBHF IPSJ[POUBM EJTUBODF BU XIJDIUIF CJSE ੗STU IJU B HBUF UIF ੘PPS PS UIF DFJMJOH
 4IJQ &TDBQF
य़F MBTU QSPCMFN SFRVJSFT UIF NPTU JOQVUT BOE PVUQVUT )FSF UIF
(3/NVTU MFBSO UP ESJWF B TIJQ JO B WFSUJDBM XPSME CPVOEFE CZXBMMT
BOE ੗MMFE XJUI SBOEPNMZ QMBDFE PCTUBDMFT य़F HPBM JT UP ESJWF UIF
TIJQ BT GBS BT QPTTJCMF XJUIPVU IJ॒JOH BOZUIJOH XJUI UIF BEEFE
EJ੗DVMUZ PG HBUFT TMPXMZ DMPTJOH BIFBE PG UIF TIJQ य़F EJTUBODF
CFUXFFO UXP HBUFT JODSFBTFT BॏFS FBDI QBTTFE POF BOE UIF OFYU
HBUF TUBSUT UP DMPTF BT TPPO BT UIF QSFWJPVT POF IBT CFFO QBTTFE
UISPVHI य़JT QVUT QSFTTVSF PO UIF TIJQ UP HP BDDFMFSBUF XIJMF TUJMM
BWPJEJOH UIF PCTUBDMFT 'PS UIJT QSPCMFN XF VTFE  JOQVUT  PG
UIFN SFQSFTFOUFE MBTFS CFBNT DBTUFE CZ UIF TIJQ JO  FWFOMZ EJT




SFMBUJWFMZ UP UIF TIJQ EJSFDUJPO
FBDI CFBN EJSFDUMZ TF॒JOH UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO PG BO JOQVU QSPUFJOCi
BT FRVBM UP DiH  JF UIF EJTUBODF CFUXFFE UIF TIJQ BOE UIF OFBSFTUPCTUBDMF JO UIF EJSFDUJPO PG UIF CFBN OPSNBMJ[FE CZ B NBYJNVN
EJTUBODF H  य़F SFNBJOJOH UXP JOQVUT BSF JOEJDBUJPOT PG UIF TIJQ۝T
PSJFOUBUJPO CFJOH TFU SFTQFDUJWFMZ BT sin(θ) BOE cos(θ) XJUI θ UIF
DVSSFOU PSJFOUFE BOHMF PG UIF TIJQ
य़F TIJQ BMTP OFFET UP IBWF PVUQVU UIBU BMMPX JU UP DPOUSPM JUT
EJSFDUJPO BOE JUT QSPQVMTJPO 5P EP TP XF BEE  QBJST PG PVUQVU
QSPUFJOT POF QBJS UIBU XJMM BMMPX UIF TIJQ UP UVSO MFॏ XIFO UIF
DPODFOUSBUJPO PG UIF ੗STU QSPUFJO PG UIF QBJS HPFT BCPWF UIF DPODFO
USBUJPO PG UIF PUIFS POF QBJS UP UVSO SJHIU VTJOH UIF TBNF QSJODJQMF
BOE POF QBJS UP UVSO UIF FOHJOF PO VTJOH BHBJO UIF TBNF QSJODJQMF
'JHVSF  ࢊF 4IJQ &TDBQF QSPCMFN ࢊF MJOFT GSPN UIF TIJQ
TIPX UIF MBTFS CFBNT VTFE GPS JOQVU
 3&46-54
5P JOEFQFOEFOUMZ DPNQBSF UIF JNQBDU PG FBDI NPEJ੗DBUJPO XF
੗STU DPNQBSF QBJST PG JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT XJUI POMZ POF NPEJ੗DB
UJPO TVDI BT e = 0 a = 0 f = 0 n = 1 UP e = 0 a = 0
f = 2 n = 1 'PS FBDI QBJS UIF  SVOT XFSF VTFE UP ੗U UXP OPS
NBM EJTUSJCVUJPOT VTJOH NBYJNVN MJLFMJIPPE FTUJNBUJPO N (µ1,σ1)BOE N (µ2,σ2) य़F QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU WBMVFT GSPN POF EJTUSJCVUJPOBSF HSFBUFS UIBO UIF WBMVFT GSPN UIF TFDPOE EJTUSJCVUJPO JT VTFE
UP DPNQVUF B $PNQFUJUJWF 1SPCBCJMJUZ 4DPSF 	$14
 य़F $14 PG B
NPEJ੗DBUJPO JT UIF TVNNFE QSPCBCJMJUZ EJ੖FSFODF GPS FBDI NPEJ
੗DBUJPO QBJS 5P EFUFSNJOF UIJT ੗STU UIF DPNQFUJUJWF QSPCBCJMJUJFT
GPS JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT XJUI BMM CVU POF NPEJ੗DBUJPO JO DPNNPO BSF
TVNNFE IFSF TIPXO GPS f 







1 −Φ( µ2 − µ1√
σ1 + σ2
)
i f si == sj ,ai == aj ,ni == nj
%PVCMJOH -PXQBTT $PWFSBHF 'MBQQZ #JSE 4IJQ &TDBQF
s = 0               
s = 1               
a = 0               
a = 1               
a = 2               
f = 0               
f = 1               
f = 2               
n = 0               
n = 1               
5BCMF  *OEFQFOEFOU NPEJ॑DBUJPO $14 PWFS BMM  QSPCMFNT PO BO FBSMZ HFOFSBUJPO д UIF ॑OBM HFOFSBUJPO BOE UIF BWFSBHF
PWFS BMM HFOFSBUJPOT ࢊF CFTU NPEJ॑DBUJPO GPS FBDI UZQF JT IJHIMJHIUFE
s a f n
    
    
    
    
    
5BCMF  ࢊF UPQ ॑WF JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT CBTFE PO $14
η JT UIF OVNCFS PG JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT JO UIF TVN BOE Φ JT UIF DV
NVMBUJWF EJTUSJCVUJPO GVODUJPO PG UIF OPSNBM EJTUSJCVUJPO N (0, 1)
NBLJOH Pf [i, j] UIF BWFSBHF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU NPEJ੗DBUJPO f = i JTHSFBUFS UIBO f = j य़F $14 JT UIFO TJNQMZ UIF TVN
CPS(f = i) =
∑
j
Pf [i, j] 	

य़F $14 GPS FBDI NPEJ੗DBUJPO JT QSFTFOUFE JO 5BCMF  XJUI UIF
NPTU SFXBSEJOH NPEJ੗DBUJPO PG FBDI UZQF IJHIMJHIUFE य़F $14
JT QSFTFOUFE BU HFOFSBUJPO д = 100 д = 300 BOE UIF OPSNBMJ[FE
TVN PWFS BMM д UP FWBMVBUF XIFUIFS TPNF NPEJ੗DBUJPOT MFBE UP CFU
UFS FBSMZ DPOWFSHFODF PS PWFSBMM QFSGPSNBODF
य़F HMPCBM CFTU (3/ JNQMFNFOUBUJPO XBT EFUFSNJOFE CZ UIF
TBNF QSPDFTT BT UIF $14 POMZ PWFS FOUJSF JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT &BDI
PG UIF  JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT XFSF DPNQBSFE BOE B OPSNBM EJTUSJCV
UJPOXBT ੗U UP UIF SFTVMUT GSPN UIFJS MBTU HFOFSBUJPO य़F QSPCBCJMJUZ
PG FBDI POF FYDFFEJOH UIF PUIFS XBT TVNNFE BOE UIF JNQMFNFOUB
UJPO XJUI UIF IJHIFTU BWFSBHF QSPCBCJMJUZ PWFS BMM PUIFS JNQMFNFO
UBUJPOT XBT DIPTFO य़F UPQ  JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT VTJOH UIJT NFUSJD
BSF TIPXO JO 5BCMF 
य़F DMFBS USFOET GSPN 5BCMF  BOE 5BCMF  BSF UIF BEWBOUBHF PG
UIF SFBM FODPEJOH BOE UIF OFDFTTJUZ PG UIF OPSNBMJ[BUJPO TUFQ य़F
CFTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO s = 1 a = 1 f = 0 n = 0 JT TVSQSJTJOH UP VT
HJWFO UIF VTF PG a = 1 XIJDI VTFT B OPOTDBMFE umax  8F CFMJFWFUIJT SFTVMU UP CF TFOTJUJWF UP UIF β SBOHF BOE UIBU B DMFBS Bਖ਼OJUZ
NFUSJD JT OPU EFUFSNJOFE CZ UIF SFTVMUT 4JNJMBSMZ JU TFFNT UIBU
f = 0 JT UIF CFTU JO੘VFODF GVODUJPO CVU UIJT JT OPU BT DPODMVTJWF
BT UIF BEWBOUBHFT PG s = 1 BOE n = 0
"OBMZTJT PG WBSJBODF 	"/07"
 UFTUT XFSF BMTP DPOEVDUFE GPS
FBDI QSPCMFN (SPVQT XFSF DPOTUSVDUFE GPS FBDI JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
s a f n
EPVCMJOH F F F F
MPXQBTT    
DPWFSBHF F   F
੘BQQZ F   
TIJQ F   
5BCMF  0OFXBZ "/07" p WBMVFT CFUXFFO UIF EJॐFSFOU
JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT GPS FBDI NFUIPE PO UIF  QSPCMFNT
XJUIJO B NFUIPE TVDI BT B HSPVQ DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP s = 0 BOE BO
PUIFS UP s = 1 BOE UIF WBSJBODF PG ੗U EJTUSJCVUJPOT UP UIF HSPVQT
XFSF FWBMVBUFE य़F p WBMVFT GSPN UIJT BOBMZTJT BSF QSFTFOUFE JO
5BCMF  य़F ੗OEJOHT PG UIJT BOBMZTJT TIPX B DMFBS EJ੖FSFODF BDSPTT
QSPCMFNT JO s BOE MPXp WBMVFT GPS NPTU QSPCMFNT PO a BOEn य़FTF
SFTVMUT EFNPOTUSBUF UIBU UIF JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT DBO CF TJHOJ੗DBOUMZ
EJ੖FSFOU EFQFOEJOH PO UIF QSPCMFN
8IJMF UIF TJNQMJ੗FE (3/ QSPQPTFE s = 1 a = 0 f = 0 n = 1
XBT PWFSBMM UIF TFWFOUI CFTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO UIF TFDPOE CFTU BOE
UIJSE CFTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT VTF a = 0 UIF TJNQMFTU Bਖ਼OJUZ NFUSJD
BOE BMM PG UIF UPQ JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT VTF s = 1 XIJDI TJNQMJ੗FT
FODPEJOH BOE SFEVDFT QBSBNFUFST
*O UIF TJHOBM QSPDFTTJOH CFODINBSL QSPCMFNT UIF UPQ JNQMF
NFOUBUJPOT XFSF OPU TJHOJ੗DBOUMZ EJ੖FSFOU BOE BMM QFSGPSNFE TJN
JMBSMZ UP SFTVMUT GPVOE JO <> 8IJMF TPNF JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT GBSFE
WFSZ QPPSMZ XF GPVOE UIFTF SFTVMUT OPU JOEFQFOEFOUMZ DPODMVTJWF
GPS EFUFSNJOJOH JNQMFNFOUBUJPO ੗UOFTT 8IJMF UIF MPX QBTT FY
QFSJNFOU IBT UIF POMZ CFTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO VTJOH s = 0 JU XBT
OPU B TJHOJ੗DBOU BEWBOUBHF PWFS UIF PUIFS JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT PO UIJT
SBUIFS TJNQMF QSPCMFN
य़F JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT VTFE IFSF TIPX JNQSPWFNFOU PO UIF DPW
FSBHF DPOUSPM QSPCMFN PWFS <> CVU QFSGPSNBODF EJEO۝U WBSZ TJHOJG
JDBOUMZ PWFS EJ੖FSFOU JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT 0O UIJT QSPCMFN UIF CFTU
JNQMFNFOUBUJPO JT BMTP UIF HMPCBM CFTU
य़F SFTVMUT PO UIF 'MBQQZ #JSE QSPCMFN BSF JNQSFTTJWF GPS UIFJS
WBSJFUZ BOE GPS UIF CFTU QFSGPSNBODF " IVNBO VTFS TDPSFE BO
BWFSBHF PG  PWFS  USJBMT BOE XF ੗OE JU EJਖ਼DVMU UP CFMJFWF
UIBU B IVNBO QMBZFS DPVME BDIJFWF UIF TBNF TDPSFT BT UIF CFTU (3/
"T JO UIF 'MBQQZ #JSE QSPCMFN UIF (3/ QFSGPSNBODF PO UIF
4IJQ &TDBQF QSPCMFN SJWBMT PS PVUQFSGPSNT IVNBO DBQBCJMJUZ
Generation


















'JHVSF  ࢊF CFTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO s = 1,a = 0, f = 0,n = 1
BOE UIF XPSTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO s = 0,a = 0, f = 2,n = 1 PG
UIF EPVCMJOH GSFRVFODZ QSPCMFN DPNQBSFE UP UIF HMPCBM
CFTU BOE UIF QSPQPTFE TJNQMJ॑FE (3/
Generation





















'JHVSF  $PNQBSJTPO XJUI UIF CFTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
s = 0,a = 1, f = 0,n = 1 BOE UIF XPSTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
s = 0,a = 0, f = 1,n = 0 PG UIF MPX QBTT ॑MUFS QSPCMFN
 %*4$644*0/ "/% $0/$-64*0/
*O UIJT QBQFS XF IBWF SFWJFXFE TFWFSBM WBSJBUJPOT PG (3/T BOE
USJFE OFX DPNCJOBUJPOT PG WBSJPVT MJUFSBUVSF JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT य़F
DMFBS BEWBOUBHFT GPVOE BSF UIF VTF PG SFBM OVNCFST GPS QSPUFJOT DP
PSEJOBUFT BOE UIF OPSNBMJ[BUJPO PG QSPUFJOT DPODFOUSBUJPOT )PX
FWFS XF OPUF UIBU UIF OPSNBMJ[BUJPO TUFQ NBZ IBWF SFDFJWFE B CJBT
JO UIJT XPSL EVF UP UIF QSPCMFN PVUQVU EF੗OJUJPOT 0OF PG UIF
DPNQMFYJUJFT JOUSPEVDFE CZ UIF OPSNBMJ[BUJPO TUFQ JT UIF OFFE GPS
PVUQVU QSPUFJO EFTJHO DPNQBUJCMF XJUI OPSNBMJ[BUJPO य़F EFTJHO
PG UIF 'MBQQZ #JSE BOE 4IJQ &TDBQF PVUQVUT JO QBSUJDVMBS VTF B
Generation





















'JHVSF  $PNQBSJTPO XJUI UIF CFTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
s = 1,a = 1, f = 0,n = 1 BOE UIF XPSTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
s = 0,a = 0, f = 0,n = 1 PG UIF DPWFSBHF DPOUSPM QSPCMFN
Generation





















'JHVSF  $PNQBSJTPO XJUI UIF CFTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
s = 1,a = 0, f = 1,n = 0 BOE UIF XPSTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
s = 0,a = 2, f = 0,n = 1 PG UIF 'MBQQZ #JSE QSPCMFN
DPNNPO NFDIBOJTN PG DPNQBSJTPO PG UXP PVUQVU QSPUFJOT UP EF
UFSNJOF BDUJPO XIJDI JT EPOF XJUI OPSNBMJ[BUJPO JO NJOE *U JT
QPTTJCMF UIBU n = 1 UIF DBQQJOH NFUIPE JOTUFBE PG OPSNBMJ[BUJPO
XPVME IBWF GBSFE CF॒FS XJUI EJ੖FSFOU QSPCMFN EFTJHO
0UIFS UIBO UIFTF UXP JNQPSUBOU QPJOUT JU JT EJਖ਼DVMU UP ESBX
TJHOJ੗DBOU DPODMVTJPOT PO BO ۡPWFSBMM CFTUۡ (3/ JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
BT EJ੖FSFOU (3/T EPNJOBUFE FBDI EJ੖FSFOU QSPCMFN )PXFWFS
BO PWFSBMM TJNQMJ੗DBUJPO DBO CF QSPQPTFE XJUI UIF VTF PG UIF SFBM
FODPEJOH TDIFNF BOE XF FODPVSBHF VTF PG UIF TJNQMFS a = 0 Bਖ਼O
JUZ NFUSJD TDIFNF BT XFMM BT JU BDIJFWFT TJNJMBS SFTVMUT UP UIF CFTU
BDSPTT UIF VTFE CFODINBSLT
Generation

























'JHVSF  $PNQBSJTPO XJUI UIF CFTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
s = 1,a = 2, f = 1,n = 0 BOE UIF XPSTU JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
s = 0,a = 2, f = 0,n = 0 PG UIF TIJQ FTDBQF QSPCMFN
*U JT BMTP JNQPSUBOU UP OPUF UIBU UIJT QBQFS GPDVTFE POMZ PO EJG
GFSFOU (3/ JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT JO BO B॒FNQU UP TFF NPSF DMFBSMZ
UISPVHI UIF WBSJBUJPOT 8IJMF B DPNQBSJTPO PG (3/T PO UIFTF
CFODINBSL QSPCMFNT UP PUIFS DPOUSPMMFST TVDI BT(FOFUJD 1SPHSBN
NJOH "//T PS )ZQFS/&"5<> JT PG JOUFSFTU JU XBT OPU JO UIF
TDPQF PG UIJT XPSL 8F XFMDPNF UIF VTF PG UIFTF CFODINBSLT BOE
SFTVMUT BT B CBTJT PG DPNQBSJTPO
0WFSBMM UIF FYQFSJNFOUT IFSF EFNPOTUSBUFE BT IBT CFFO EPOF
CFGPSF UIF RVBMJUZ QFSGPSNBODF PG (3/T BT DPOUSPMMFST CVU JU BMTP
IJHIMJHIU UIF EJਖ਼DVMUJFT JOIFSFOU UP UIFJS VTF 0O DPNQMFY QSPC
MFNT FTQFDJBMMZ UIF PCTFSWFE IJHI TUBOEBSE EFWJBUJPOT GPS UIF CFTU
੗UOFTTFT IJHIMJHIU UIF USPVCMFT POF DBO TUVNCMF VQPO USZJOH UP SFMJ
BCMZ BOE Fਖ਼DJFOUMZ FWPMWF HPPE (3/T य़JT TFFNT UP CF FTQFDJBMMZ
UIF DBTF XJUI QSPCMFNT XIFSF B MBSHF OVNCFS PG JOQVUT BOEPS PVU
QVUT BSF OFFEFE TVDI BT UIF 4IJQ &TDBQF QSPCMFN
(JWFO UIF QFSGPSNBODF PG UIF HMPCBM CFTU (3/ JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
JO UIJT QBQFS PWFS UIF ੗WF QSPCMFNT QSPQPTFE BO JOUFSFTUJOH OFYU
TUFQ JT UP VTF UIF TBNF (3/ PO NVMUJQMF QSPCMFNT य़F UPQ JN
QMFNFOUBUJPOT BMM TIPX DPOTJTUFOU QFSGPSNBODF BDSPTT UIJT TFU PG
QSPCMFNT TP XF BSF JOUFSFTUFE JO QVSTVJOH BO FWPMVUJPO NFUIPE
UIBU NBUDIFT UIJT QFSGPSNBODF VTJOH B TJOHMF (3/ 'VSUIFSNPSF
XF DPVME FYQBOE UIJT UP VTF CFODINBSL TVJUFT UIBU BSF HBJOJOH QPQ
VMBSJUZ JO UIF EFFQ MFBSOJOH ੗FME
-BTUMZ XIJMF B॒FNQUT UP HSFBUMZ TJNQMJGZ UIF (3/ XFSF TPNF
XIBU UIXBSUFE JO UIJT XPSL UIFSF JT TUJMM NPSF UP CF EPOF UP EF
DSFBTF UIF VTBHF DPNQMFYJUZ PG (3/T TQFDJ੗DBMMZ JO UIFJS JOUFSGBDF
EFTJHO 8JUI B SFBM WBMVFE FODPEJOH B QPTJUJPOBM JOUFSGBDF TDIFNF
DPVME CF VTFE JO FNCFEEFE DPOUSPMMFS TDFOBSJPT XIFSF QIZTJDBM
JOUFSGBDF MPDBUJPO NBUDIFT (3/ JOQVU BOE PVUQVU EFTJHO य़F FY
QMPSBUJPO PG UIJT TDIFNF BOE JUT QPUFOUJBM GPS TJNQMJ੗DBUJPO JT MFॏ
UP GVUVSF EJTDVTTJPO
"DLOPXMFEHNFOUT
य़JT XPSL JT TVQQPSUFE CZ "/3-"#9$*.* XJUIJO QSP
HSBNNF "/3*%&9 य़JT XPSL XBT QFSGPSNFE VTJOH
)1$ SFTPVSDFT GSPN $"-.*1 	(SBOU 1

3&'&3&/$&4
<> 8PMGHBOH #BO[IBG  "SUJ੗DJBM SFHVMBUPSZ OFUXPSLT BOE HFOFUJD QSPHSBN
NJOH *O (FOFUJD QSPHSBNNJOH UIFPSZ BOE QSBDUJDF 4QSJOHFS ۗ
<> "SUVSP $IBWPZB BOE :WFT %VUIFO  " DFMM QB॒FSO HFOFSBUJPO NPEFM CBTFE
PO BO FYUFOEFE BSUJ੗DJBM SFHVMBUPSZ OFUXPSL #JP4ZTUFNT   	
 ۗ
.PA,IUUQEYEPJPSHKCJPTZTUFNT
<> 4ZMWBJO $VTTBU#MBOD /JDPMBT #SFEFDIF )FSW© -VHB :WFT %VUIFO BOE .BSD
4DIPFOBVFS  "SUJ੗DJBM (FOF 3FHVMBUPSZ /FUXPSL BOE 4QBUJBM $PNQVUBUJPO
" $BTF 4UVEZ &VSPQFBO $POGFSFODF PO "SUJटDJBM -JGF 	

<> 4ZMWBJO $VTTBU#MBOD BOE ,ZMF )BSSJOHUPO  (FOFUJDBMMZSFHVMBUFE /FVSP
NPEVMBUJPO 'BDJMJUBUFT .VMUJ5BTL 3FJOGPSDFNFOU -FBSOJOH *O 1SPDFFEJOHT PG UIF
 PO (FOFUJD BOE &WPMVUJPOBSZ $PNQVUBUJPO $POGFSFODF  (&$$0 ڣ "$.
1SFTT /FX :PSL /FX :PSL 64" ۗ .PA,IUUQEYEPJPSH

<> 4ZMWBJO $VTTBU#MBOD ,ZMF )BSSJOHUPO BOE +PSEBO 1PMMBDL  (FOF 3FHV
MBUPSZ /FUXPSL &WPMVUJPO य़SPVHI "VHNFOUJOH 5PQPMPHJFT *&&& 5SBOTBDUJPOT
PO &WPMVUJPOBSZ $PNQVUBUJPO   	EFD 
 ۗ .PA,IUUQEYEPJPSH
5&7$
<> 4 $VTTBU#MBOD ) -VHB BOE :WFT %VUIFO  'SPN TJOHMF DFMM UP TJNQMF
DSFBUVSF NPSQIPMPHZ BOE NFUBCPMJTN "SUJटDJBM -JGF 9* 	
 ۗ IUUQ
XXXDTCIBNBDVL\_^XC
<> 1 %XJHIU ,VP 8PMGHBOH #BO[IBG BOE "OES© -FJFS  /FUXPSL UPQPMPHZ
BOE UIF FWPMVUJPO PG EZOBNJDT JO BO BSUJ੗DJBM HFOFUJD SFHVMBUPSZ OFUXPSL NPEFM
DSFBUFE CZ XIPMF HFOPNF EVQMJDBUJPO BOE EJWFSHFODF #JP4ZTUFNT   	
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<> .JDIBĂ +PBDIJND[BL BOE #PSZT 8SPCFM  &WPMWJOH (FOF 3FHVMBUPSZ /FU
XPSLT GPS 3FBM 5JNF $POUSPM PG 'PSBHJOH #FIBWJPVST "SUJटDJBM -JGF 9** 1SPDFFE
JOHT PG UIF UI *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PO UIF 4ZOUIFTJT BOE 4JNVMBUJPO PG -JWJOH
4ZTUFNT 	
 ۗ
<> .B +PBDIJND[BL BOE #B C 8S³CFM  1SPDFTTJOH TJHOBMT XJUI FWPMWJOH
BSUJ੗DJBM HFOF SFHVMBUPSZ OFUXPSLT "SUJटDJBM -JGF 9** 1SPDFFEJOHT PG UIF UI
*OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PO UIF 4ZOUIFTJT BOE 4JNVMBUJPO PG -JWJOH 4ZTUFNT "-
*'&  	
 ۗ IUUQXXXTDPQVTDPNJOXBSESFDPSEVSM FJET

<> +PIBOOFT ,OBCF $ISZTUQPIFS /FIBOJW .BSJB 4DIJMTUSB BOE 5PN फ़JDL 
&WPMWJOH #JPMPHJDBM $MPDLT VTJOH (FOFUJD 3FHVMBUPSZ /FUXPSLT "SUJटDJBM -JGF 9 
1SPDFFEJOHT PG UIF 5FOUI *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PO UIF 4JNVMBUJPO BOE 4ZOUIFTJT
PG -JWJOH 4ZTUFNT "MJGF  	
 ۗ D%BOJFM8PSL-JCSBSZXPSL-JCSBSZ
%BUB1%',OBCFQEG
<> .JHVFM /JDPMBV .BSD 4DIPFOBVFS BOE8PMGHBOH #BO[IBG  &WPMWJOH HFOFT
UP CBMBODF B QPMF -FDUVSF /PUFT JO $PNQVUFS 4DJFODF 	JODMVEJOH TVCTFSJFT -FD





<> ,FOOFUI 0 4UBOMFZ %BWJE # %۝"NCSPTJP BOE +BTPO (BVDJ  " IZQFSDVCF
CBTFE FODPEJOH GPS FWPMWJOH MBSHFTDBMF OFVSBM OFUXPSLT "SUJटDJBM MJGF  
	
 ۗ
<> ,FOOFUI 0 4UBOMFZ BOE 3JTUP .JJLLVMBJOFO  &WPMWJOH OFVSBM OFUXPSLT
UISPVHI BVHNFOUJOH UPQPMPHJFT &WPMVUJPOBSZ DPNQVUBUJPO   	
 ۗ
.PA,IUUQEYEPJPSH
<> ." 5SFG[FS 5 ,VZVDV +VMJBO ' .JMMFS BOE ". 5ZSSFMM  0O UIF "EWBO
UBHFT PG 7BSJBCMF -FOHUI (3/T GPS UIF &WPMVUJPO PG .VMUJDFMMVMBS %FWFMPQNFOUBM
4ZTUFNT *&&& 5SBOTBDUJPOT PO &WPMVUJPOBSZ $PNQVUBUJPO   	
 ۗ
.PA,IUUQEYEPJPSH5&7$
<> %FOOJT8JMTPO &NNBOVFM "XB 4ZMWBJO $VTTBU#MBOD ,BMZBO 7FFSBNBDIBOFOJ
BOE 6OB.BZ 0۝3FJMMZ  0O MFBSOJOH UP HFOFSBUF XJOE GBSN MBZPVUT 'JG
UFFOUI BOOVBM DPOGFSFODF PO (FOFUJD BOE FWPMVUJPOBSZ DPNQVUBUJPO DPOGFSFODF
	
 ۗ .PA,IUUQEYEPJPSH
<> #PSZT 8S³CFM BOE "INFE "CEFMNPUBMFC  &WPMWJOH 4QJLJOH /FVSBM /FU
XPSLT JO UIF (3FB/T 	 (FOF 3FHVMBUPSZ FWPMWJOH BSUJ੗DJBM /FUXPSLT 
 1MBॏPSN
&WP/FU &WPMWJOH /FUXPSLT GSPN 4ZTUFNT4ZOUIFUJD #JPMPHZ UP $PNQVUB
UJPOBM /FVSPTDJFODF 8PSLTIPQ BU "SUJटDJBM -JGF 9*** 	
 ۗ
<> #PSZT 8SPCFM "INFE "CEFMNPUBMFC BOE .JDIBĂ +PBDIJND[BL  &WPMW
JOH OFUXPSLT QSPDFTTJOH TJHOBMT XJUI B NJYFE QBSBEJHN JOTQJSFE CZ HFOF SFH
VMBUPSZ OFUXPSLT BOE TQJLJOH OFVSPOT -FDUVSF /PUFT PG UIF *OTUJUVUF GPS $PN
QVUFS 4DJFODFT 4PDJBM*OGPSNBUJDT BOE 5FMFDPNNVOJDBUJPOT &OHJOFFSJOH -/*$45
 	
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